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Born in Athens, he graduated from the University of Athens (B.Sc. with
“Excellent” and nation-wide “top first”) and obtained an M.Sc. from the University of
Athens, an M.Sc. from the C.I.H.E.A.M. (Paris) and an M.Ed. from the Hellenic Open
University. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Budapest and a second Ph.D.
from the University of Oxford.
Having conducted several scientific, professional, and technical collaborations
with Universities in different countries of Europe and America, his works have been
published in peer-reviewed journals, in book chapters by major scientific publishers
(Springer, Cambridge UP, Kluwer, Wiley), as well as in 200 other publications in 20
countries.
Among his main contributions to science are new mathematical and algorithmic
methods, models and formulas for measuring and comparing landscape complexity
and spatial complexity; these methods can be applied to analyze any geographical area
or spatial entity (i.e. maps, photographs, landscapes, images) and for this reason, they
have been cited in studies conducted in diverse geographical settings, from tropics
and deserts to Tibet and Antarctica, as well as in studies related to industrial
applications (computation, microelectronics, medical diagnostics, etc). Besides these,
he has contributed new theories to geographical education and cyber-geography.
His scientific publications have been cited by researchers from 70 countries.
He has taught courses at public universities for several years. He has also
worked as an Expert Evaluator and, in this capacity, he has carried out more than 1500
evaluations for various national-and-E.U. programs related to vocational training,
scientific research, development, and ICTs.
To date, he has peer-reviewed submissions for more than 30 international
scientific journals and has been awarded certificates of “Excellence in Reviewing” by
some of Elsevier’s highest-impact journals (JCR-Q1). After holding appointments as a
member of the editorial boards of various international scientific journals, he currently
serves on the boards of the journals “Mathematics” (JCR-Q1), “Symmetry” (JCR-Q2),
“Computational Ecology and Software” (ISI), while, during the last 20 years, is a
member of the Editorial Board of the “International Research in Geographical and
Environmental Education” (SJR-Q2, published by Taylor & Francis and under the
auspices of the International Geographical Union).
Aside from his academic interests, Fivos has a long-term engagement in music,
literature, and visual arts, by participating with his artworks in exhibitions of
photography and painting and by publishing essays, art critiques, and short stories (for
which he has received distinctions in contests).
He has been awarded prizes, grants, international research fellowships,
invitations as a keynote speaker at international scientific conferences, as well as
honorary appointments (i.e. by the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Institute of
Geography of the Organization of American States, and other scientific institutions).
His last researches had focused on the development of a first unified
mathematical/algorithmic theory of spatial complexity and the first theory of spatial
entropy (he is the author of the books “Spatial Entropy and Landscape Analysis” and
“Spatial Complexity: Theory, Mathematical Methods and Applications” - both
published by Springer).

